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World Bank Land and Poverty Conference 2019: Catalyzing Innovation,was held in Washington, DC from
25 to 29 March 2019. On the Conference participated almost 1500 representatives from all over the world
which are included in land administration projects financed by World Bank, representatives of the Food
and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations- FAO, representatives of the International Federation
of Surveyors- FIG, representatives of the UN Habitat, also key actors of civil society, academic
community and private sector.

Under the support of the Real Estate Registration Project and CILAP Project on the Conference



participated representatives of the entity geodetic administrations. The Delegations were led by directors,
Mr. Željko Obradović Director of the Federal Geodetic Administration, Ms. Bosiljka Predragović
Director of the Republic Geodetic Administration and Ms. Andja Zimić Director of the CILAP Project.

During the Conference were presented the latest research and innovation in policies and good land
management practices around the world. The participants were discussed on ways of ensuring
inclusiveness, sustainability, reliability, capacity building, and ways to ensure that better information about
land contribute expanded society goals and progress in general.

The Professional work about activities that entity geodetic administrations are implementing within RERP,
CILAP and other projects was presented on the Conference. Mr. Denis Tabučić and Mr. Dejan Jeremić
presented joint Professional work of entity geodetic administrations entitled “Jointly towards improvement
of land administration in Bosnia and Herzegovina”.

All the works from this Conference, along with other content, can be downloaded from the official web
site of the Conference for 2019.
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